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American adventurer missing in Mexico

The family of Harry Devert
petitions President Obama for
help in finding him
The plea on the White House's
website comes before Obama's
trip to Mexico
Devert was last heard from
January 25 in Mexico, his family
and friends say
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Missing man's family to Obama: While in
Mexico, please help us find Harry Devert
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(CNN) -- The family and friends of Harry Devert, the American
adventurer who disappeared in Mexico more than three weeks ago,
has started a petition to try to get the attention of President Barack
Obama as he heads to that country Wednesday.
"The petition was started in an effort to bring awareness to President
Obama and his administration that many American citizens, including
Harry, are missing in Mexico, and in turn ask the Mexican
government's cooperation to conduct any and all investigations
needed to locate our citizens," Darren Del Sordo, the lawyer and
spokesman for Devert's family, told CNN.
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The petition is on the White House's "We the People" website.
Obama will join Mexican President Enrique Pena Nieto and
Canadian Prime Minister Stephen Harper for a one-day North
American Leaders Summit in Toluca, Mexico, just 45 minutes from
where Devert was last seen.
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"If he can be aware of it, hopefully, there is something that can be
done, something more than what has already been done," Devert's
girlfriend, Sarah Ashley Schiear, told CNN.
Ann Devert, Harry's mother, also wrote a letter to the President.
"President Obama, I beseech you as a parent, please help bring
Harry to safety," it reads in part. "I beseech you to ask President
Pena Nieto to join you in our effort to help find Harry."
Devert, 32, left a job as a trader in finance to travel the world and has
not been in touch with his mother or girlfriend in New York since
January 25.
"He's dropped off the face of the Earth, it seems, and that's not who
he is," Ann Devert told CNN. "And I can only think that he's hurt and
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needs us because there is no way he wouldn't have gotten word out
to us."
Devert checked out of a bed and breakfast in the southwestern
Mexican state of Michoacan and planned to travel to a beach in
Zihuatanejo on the Pacific coast, which was in the final scene of the
film "The Shawshank Redemption," according to family and friends.
"The clock is ticking, and every day we fear more that Harry is in a
terrible position and needs us," Schiear said.
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Schiear last heard from Devert in an ominous text via the WhatsApp
messenger app.
"Just got an hour and a half long escort out of some area it was too
dangerous for me to be," the message said. "Stopping for lunch
and ... voila Internet. ... Gonna get back on the road soon. Apparently
there's another military escort waiting for me in some other town...
I'm running way late because of the crazy military stuff...hopefully get
a chance to talk to you tonight when I (hopefully) finally arrive."
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Because some areas in Mexico are reportedly unstable, those close
to Devert fear he is in danger.
Ann Devert heard from a friend who recently returned from
Michoacan, where vigilante self-defense groups in numerous
communities have engaged in deadly confrontations with the Knights
Templar drug cartel.
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After vigilantes threatened to descend on a key cartel area last
month, the Mexican government sent in thousands of troops and
police to try to keep the peace. The government has even joined
forces with the vigilantes as the Knights Templar become further
entrenched in the agricultural state.
"This is an area in Michoacan that has been very dangerous," said
Ann Devert, who has been in contact with The Missing Americans, a
website dedicated to sharing information and resources about U.S.
citizens missing in other countries.
Harry Devert had been escorted along Route 51, according to Jackie
Burrell, a friend who is running the "Help Find Harry" page on
Facebook.
"The biggest thing that we've been trying to figure out is who this
escort was," Schiear said.
The Mexican government has been slow to respond, according to
Burrell.
"We still don't have confirmation that there was in fact an escort by
the military, and whether or not a second escort was arranged," Del
Sordo added.
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At this point, search efforts have provided no concrete answers.
"It could be anybody's kid that's on spring break. It could be anybody
traveling abroad for any reason. It's a scary, scary thought," Schiear
told CNN.
Help from the Obama administration and the Mexican government
would aid the search for Devert, his loved ones say.
"We are doing everything in our power to find him. We need help. We
need answers. We need Harry back," Schiear said.
CNN's Ray Sanchez and Alexandra Field contributed to this report.
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Stanley Hubris

•

No doubt the guy is dead. You don't just go driving around by yourself in rural Mexico.
Especially not an American. It's always been a very dangerous place. But now if
someone from the drug cartels finds you on the road, they'll just cut your head off with
a dull, rusty knife, no questions asked. I'd be surprised if they don't mail it to his mother
in a cardboard box. It's hard to feel sorry for anyone so ill-informed. The utter stupidity
astounds me. But they say he has done stuff like this before, and even had a gun
stuffed in his mouth in South America. I guess some people just have to learn the hard
way.
•

•

trig

•

Are you kidding with this? Where's your outrage that there are animals that
behave like this? As much as the utter stupidity astounds you, the utter lack of
compassion in your comment astounds me. May you never have a loved one
suffer a tragedy and have to read words like yours.
•

•

brighteyes

•

Wow. You sir, are a heartless troll! At least he's seeing the world, safe or not.
You prob. sit for hours on end working as a telemarketer. Have fun with that.
•

•

Stanley Hubris

•

There are some places you just don't go if you value your life. He might
as well have tried driving through Somalia. It was a stupid decision, no
matter what kind of spin or baseless remarks you feel like adding.
•

DreadFool

•

•

the Somalia comparison is correct, but when you're dead you stop learning.
•

ewingoil

•

•

Give me a break. The President of the United States is supposed to step in here?
•

•
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